CORPORATION
de la Cité de/ of the City of
CLARENCE-ROCKLAND

ADDENDUM #2
10/05/2018 9:31

F18-INF-2018-016
Tender Number

Replacement of Baseline Culvert
Request for Proposals Issued On:
16-Apr
Proposal Submission Deadline: 2:00:00pm Local Time in Clarence-Rockland Ontario, Canada on

15-May-18
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS TIME SENSITIVE
Please note: This addendum is to be considered part of the above noted Request for Proposal/Tender as though included with the original version.
This addendum does not affect the closing date/time:Bidders should acknowledge receipt of all Addendum / Addenda by inserting
in the space provided on the Bid Submission Form, the numbers of all Addendum / Addenda received during the bidding period.

QUESTION REQUESTING CLARIFICATION
The following questions were received:
1

Question: Are they any road cut permits costs associated with this project?
Reply:

2

Question: In the special 6.2 there is a mention of "a" project sign. Is there only one sign? Where is to be placed and what is to read?
Reply:

3

Question:
Reply:

4

No cost for the road cut permits.

The project sign refers to a TC‐67 sign. Please see book 7 for further information.
The detour route is looped onto Lacasse Road. Lacasse Road is currently closed to through traffic and will be for the foreseeable
future. What is the alternative route?
Lacasse Road is expected to be re‐opened late July. If construction begins prior to its re‐opening, the detour route should remain
the same with the exception of substituting Lacasse Road with Bouvier Road. If construction begins after its re‐opening, the the
detour route remains Lacasse Road. Construction timing can be discussed further upon award of contract.

Question: Is there an SNCA permit required fot this project? It's a ditch that drains so I do assume so but clarity is good.
We have contacted the SNCA for permit requirements and it is outside of their jurisdiction. There are no conservation authority
that has jurisdiction over this area.
Instructions to bidders states that the Final bonds required are 50% Perf. And 50% L&M but the Agreement to Bond in Appendix D
Question:
is for 50% Perf. Only. Please clarify bonding requrements for this project.
Reply:

5

Reply:

The bond required is 50% Peformance and 50% Labour & Materials.

Refer to page 64
Bids that do not contain the required Bid Deposit will be declared non‐compliant and will be rejected.
Supply and Install: Three Concrete Culverts Replacement of Basement Culvert
__________________________________________________________________/100
Prices are in Canadian dollars, and excluding HST (Dollars in Words to be inserted above)
Dollars ($_________________)
(Dollar numbers to be inserted above)
Work will commence as soon as possible following date of award, and in any event should be completed by ________________.
Date of Earliest Commencement of Work upon award

1560 RUE LAURIER STREET, ROCKLAND, ONTARIO K4K 1P7.TEL (613)446‐6022. FAX (613‐446‐1518

www.clarence‐rockland.com
_______________________________

